CNV, PINV and probe-evoked potentials in schizophrenics.
Distractibility and temporal modulation of attention in schizophrenics were studied using a visual reaction time task with additional auditory probe stimuli during the forewarning period or between trials. The probes were thought to exert a distracting influence, especially on schizophrenics, and at the same time they generated auditory EPs which allowed to track the modulation of cortical excitability during response preparation. The midline distribution of the terminal contingent negative variation (tCNV) and the amplitude of the postimperative negative variation (PINV) were clearly different in 20 DSM III-R schizophrenics, as compared with 20 alcoholics and 20 normal controls. In schizophrenics, the more frontal distribution of the tCNV was associated with a higher degree of psychopathology (measured with the Brief Psychiatric Rating Scale) and with delayed reactions. Probes between trials reduced tCNV and PINV in all subjects alike. However, this effect could not be attributed to distraction, because reaction times were faster in these trials, possibly due to an alerting effect of the auditory probes. The N100 and P300 amplitudes to probes in the forewarning period, i.e., during the negative potential shift of the CNV, were significantly enhanced in all groups. Apparently there is a state of increased cortical excitability during the CNV which is not selectively "tuned" toward relevant stimuli. In schizophrenia, the temporal and topographical regulation of this excitability is disturbed.